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Enspire Version 7.0.0 Release Notes 

 
October 2006 

 
Version 7.0.0 is Generally Available 

 
The document concludes the limited availability process of the V7.0.0 period and 
places the product in General Availability.  This is a supplemental document to the 
Limited Availability Release Notes posted in September 2006. 
The fixed issues since the limited availability posting are also included for your 
review. 
As a reminder, with this release, the Enspire product naming conventions have been 
updated to be more standard within Infor.  A 3-position field to indicate 
Version.Release.Patch will now be utilized for all future releases. A fourth position 
which indicates the internal build number between development servers may also be 
visible some places. 

 
Enspire Enhancements 

 
This supplemental release document identifies the processing modifications for Enspire 
since the September 2006 posting. Included in these changes are: 

• The Tab key as well as the Enter key are now being utilized to move your cursor 
left to right across the row of a grid. Previously, the Enter key logic was not part 
of the new grid software included with Enspire but has been added back.  
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Enspire Fixed Issues – v 7.0.0 9/28/06 through 10/31/06 
 
Issue# Issue Company 
20288 Warehouse Backlog Tab ShipTo field does not populate when an item is a Transfer Type. Erickson's 

Flooring 
20649 Transfer lines are commiting to CLOSED orders. 

To duplicate: 
1.  Whse B creates sales order for 2 pcs of an item tied to transfer from Whse A. 
2.  Whse A transfers 1 and B/O 1. 
3.  Whse B receives transfer for 1 pc which commits to sales order. 
4.  Whse B then de-commits the one pc on the sales order.  (this puts both pcs into the canceled column) then 
the order is CLOSED. 
5.  Whse A transfers the 2nd pc. 
6.  Whse B receives the transfer. 
The sales order now shows 1 committed and 1 B/O but the sales order is still closed!  There are some procedure 
issues here, but an item should never commit to a closed order. 

Eagle Business 
Solutions 

20850 BTO Kits/Assembly on Direct Invoices is/are NOT updating Usage history (qty_shipped and amt_shipped) of 
the components shipped. 
Note: Recording/creating Usage detail record(s) are not being created as well 

Industrial 
Rubber 

21311 Credit Memos are showing up multiple times in the Customer Kardex. Erickson's 
Flooring 

21314 Document on hold that is a credit (can be any type pf credit).  You can click on the document to open it and 
look at it.  However, when you try to exit the document, you get the message:  "Latest ship date must come on 
or after earliest ship date."  The dates are the same except that the earliest date has the time in the field.   You 
cannot get out of the document without changing the date.  However, in some cases, I was NOT allowed to 
change the date and was forced to hard exit the program. 

Assured 
Automation 
Flow Solutions 

21380 credit history tab:the last pay days is displaying the avg pay days from cust master and avg pay days is 
displaying the last pay days from cust master. 

Erickson's 
Flooring 

21381 DropShip Orders [DS] created  (from Basic SO) is/are correctly calculatng 'taxable base' amounts from the 
originating subtotals where disposition = 'D' - However, upon OE Confirmation where Frt Amts $$ are added 
the resulting Invoice generated sets the 'taxable base' amount = $0.00 
Thus no tax $$ are generated. 
 
NOTE: Opening the newly created Invoice's OETotals will call the tax engine procedure and WILL then 
calculate a taxable base (and thus tax 
$$ are assessed) 
 
- Note: This problem exists regardless of the tax on Frt switch (set in 'Taxes' dialogue) being set = True 

Westward Parts 

21409 In the 6x version of Enspire - PO entry can produce a list index out of bounds(1) followed by an AV that will 
lock you completely out.  To reporduce, go to Administration -> System -> UI preferences.  Change your look 
and feel from Default to Classic.  Then, go to Transactions -> Purcahse Orders -> PO entry and start a new PO.  
Go through and add a PO line item and total it.  Also, print the document and release it (actions -> Release).  
Then, use the X in the top right hand side to exit the dialog.  It will give you a list out of bounds (1) followed by 
AV's.  You are locked out and have to slam your session. 

Infor 

21433 Am not able to save any INSTRUCTIONS I type when do TOOLS from the Freight Allowance maintenance 
(file maintenance > ar > freight allowance); help text seems to indicate there will be a way to save it but there 
does not seem to be; when we 'x' out, and then try to call up INSTRUCTIONS again, it is not there. 

Infor 

21480 6.3.21.5 - StockAid Adjustments - Create.  Clicking on … help lookup icon to lookup the Offsetting Gl account 
produced error 'Could not convert variant of type (Null) into type (String).  Okay to enter in beginning account 
number or entire account number.  Had to provide something before the lookup would work. 

Eagle Business 
Solutions 

21554 Error:  An unhandled error ocurred in Method "TrdmMDControl.GetDependencyTree". Invalid object name 
'enspite.dbo.MD_DEPENDENT_TABLE'.  Click OK to this message and get another one.Access violation at 
address 01247AD1 in module 'Enspire.exe'. Read of address 00000000.To recreate I simply selected the 
Metadata Explorer from the menu option.  Was trying to retest an issue and simply selected the menu option.  
Had to Task Manager and end the session - and recreated again. 

Infor 
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21612 Customer Maintenance – select the EDM and change the invoice to be faxed or printed or emailed and save the 
changes.  It’s changing the value for all the customers – not just the selected customer.   Ronnie mentioned he 
had heard this but was never able to replicate it from other customers. 

Westward Parts 

21623 In inventory adjustments, when you press tab, it used to jump to yellow fields. Now it goes through all fields, 
even though you cannot modify those fields 

Westward Parts 

21629 If use INSTRUCTIONS under TOOLS, should be able to key text and when click the red 'x', should be 
prompted to save data; but this prompt to save never happens - window just closes; when come back into 
instructions, anything previously keyed was not retained.  Tried in both item master maintenance and in 
inventory transfers. 

Infor 

21630 Administration > system control > setup and configuration; did NEXT thru list of items there, until got to 
printer groups; selected the COMPLETE button at bottom and UNHANDLED ERROR shown in attch 
printer1.bmp which says An unhandlded error occurred in Method 
"TrdmSYSSetUPValidation.StepValidation".  Incorecty syntax near '.' 

Infor 

21637 Started to try to do month close for a/r: selected all checkboxes for closing procedures and check lists, but never 
got the process icon to show; help says must do inventory month end first; so selected the inventory month-end 
closing process/module and screen refreshed with those procedures/checklist items; checked all of those 
checkboxes, but still no process icon available; help says must be sure there are no outstanding ia groups 
waiting to be posted so minimized this closing window and tried to go to inventory groups but can't so back to 
closing window and 'x' out; receive LIST INDEX OUT OF BOUNDS. 

Infor 

21650 T-V-Matched Invoice Processing - Line seq no# in header is creating many duplicate seq numbers(i.e. 
1,2,2,3,4,4,4,5,5) 
There is no pattern as which records in header will create 2x,3x ...6x line sequence numbers. 

Westward Parts 

21652 Foreign Currency. PO's created from the 'PO Replenishment' Post process cause a SIGNIFICANT problem.   
The newly created PO lines 'unit_cost' (represented as Co. std currency cost amt) is being calculated as 
foreign_unit_cost amount (i.e. multipled by the exchange rate).  Futhermore, the 'foreign_unit_cost' is then 
being incorrectly multiplied by the xcrate as well.  *This creates significant issues though Inventory costing, 
OE cost calcs, AP Matching ..etc. 

Westward Parts 

21653 We are receiving the following error and cannot proceed with adjustments: 
"Could not convert variant of type (OleStr) to type (Double)".  Screen is titled "Usage & Freeze Adjustments". 

Westward Parts 

21661 reports >report tools > report explorer > Dimasys report objects > Enspire standard forms > vendor forms 
PO Vendor Purchase Order 
went up to FILE and did RUN DATAVIEW 
realized I had not yet done criteria and figured it would run forever; tried CANCEL QUERY button but keeps 
running 
finally 'x' out 
came back and this time entered vendor number as criteria 
tried the RUN DATAVIEW again 
received access violation errors (see report1.bmp) and had to shut down Enspire application to get out. 

Infor 

21662 transaction > eclient > order template entry: did NEW and went into top grid and did insert to get line; keyed 
template name and tabbed thru all fields in the line and received error "The INSERT statement conflicted with 
the he FOREIGN KEY constraint "FK-IT_ORDER-TEMPLATE-FIELDS_IT_ORDER_TEMPLATES".  The 
conflict occurred in database "ACME", table "dbo.IT_ORDER_TEMPLATES", column 'IT_ORDER-
TEMPLATE-ID'. 

Infor 

21663 Went into transactions>inventory>unit cost adjusment and did new entry; got message that there were no 
unmatched entries for the document i picked; ok; minimize that screen and go an create a new po, print it, 
release it, and entere receipt for it, keying different unit cost; submit receipt to post; return to my minimized 
screen and maximize it; do lookup for my po number that I just created and when it brings it back, I get 
message: The object invoked has disconnected from its clients. 

Infor 

21664 Transactions> vendor payables > matched invoice processing; had 1st created a po and then did receipt for it 
(where I changed the unit cost at bottom of that grid) and then posted receipt; now doing matched invoice 
processing and from that grid, had used icon to do unit cost adjusting and entered some data in that grid; was 
trying to ok/end out of both process to get out and received error: An unhandled error occurred in METHOD 
"TPOPOST.UNITCOSTADJ".  An unhandled error occurred in METHOD "TPOPOST.GLCHECKSUM".  An 
unalanced GL entry of 9$0.89) occured during the post of batch POCS46173. (Method: 
TPOPOST.UNITCOSTAJD). 

Infor 
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21665 Transaction > order entry > order pad templates; created new one and was adding lots of various items with 
insert, tabbing, down arrow, deleting items, etc; when then went to ACTIONS and selected BUILD ORDER 
PAD TEMPLATE from the drop down list, received error: An unhandled error occurred in Method 
"TrdmOEOrderPadDtl.DataProviderBeforeUpdateRecord".  An unhandled error occurred in Method 
"TrdmOEOrderPadDtl.StartInsert".  Cannot insert the value NULL into column 'LINE_TYPE, table. 

Infor 

21669 Transactions> order entry: placing an order; key a line item; use the schedule icon in the item field on the grid 
and add some schedule entries; save them; back in the order, add another line; then, for 1st line that has the 
schedule entries, do ctrl-delete to delete it and receive error: An unhandled error occurred in method 
"trdmOEsalesOrder.DeleteLine".  An unhandled error occurred in method 
"TrdmOESalesOrderManager.DeleteLine' An unhandled error occurred in Method 
"TrdmOeDocDtl.DeeleteDetail'.  An unhandled error occurred in method "TrdmOEDocDtl.Delete' The delete 
statement conflicted with the reference constraint "FK-OE_SCHEDULE_OE_DOC_DTL" .  The conflict 
occurred in database "acme", table, "dbo.OE_SCHEUDLE", column 'OE_DOC_DTL_ID'. 

Infor 

21671 Testing resequenced line numbers after done entering them if they were messed up and am writing this issue to 
fix the problem of getting dupe line numbers to begin with (instead of waiting until I'm done entering it); 
created a pox, posted receipts for it, was doing matched invoice processing, and did unit cost adjustment icon to 
bring up the Trans > Inv > Unit cost adjustment grid (po_UNIT_COST_ADJ_DTL) and was adding entries in 
grid at bottom part of the screen, and noticed my LINE NUMBER column was in the middle of the grid so 
moved it to the left, then did an insert and got a blank line number and when was done, see it got a dupe line 
number 1 

Infor 

21678 PO's created from Replenishment Post operation where Foreign Vendors are involved should NOT look to  
append items to any existing open ('entered' status) PO's. [As is done with domestic vendors]. Rather foreign 
vendors should always create NEW PO's. 

Cheng & Tsui 

21680 Unable to change the selling price on a backordered vendor direct sales order.  The field is not open to be 
changed and it should.  Users are correcting the cost at time of vendor direct confirmation and can then correct 
the selling price on corresponding customer invoice but not on the remaining backorder. 

Navasota 

21681 Order Pad Templates, on brand new installations, do not work.  It is due to the oe_orderpad_hdr and the 
oe_orderpad_dtl tables having too many columns.  I do not know the cause, only know the issue and the fix.  If 
the columns that are messing these two tables up are removed, then it all works great. 

Infor 

21695 Order Entry grid.  Behavior on 6.x no longer allows the user to use Enter key to move from field to field. Westward Parts 

21696 Order Entry.  When a field is read only (never use), it should not be tabbed into. Westward Parts 

21700 Creating an order, keyed line, did 'v' for vendor direct; when selected vendor and was being put back to order; 
get catastrophic error:  an unhandled error occurred in method 
TRDMPOPURCHASEORDERPROVIDER.CREATEPOLINE. Problem is with the PO creation for the 
Disposition 'V'  only when you have the ShipTo Address with more than 50 Characters. 

Infor 

21716 found a few additional problems in order pad template (1) can't use ship to field when using 'build order pad' 
feature in order pad templates.  transasctions > order entry > order pad templates; create a new one, do Actions, 
do build order template; get popup - the ship to elipse won't work to do ship to search  (2) on same popup, if 
key a template name, when tab to next field, do not go to template description but instead go to some other field 
on screen (3) not all text is readable on screen (4) inserting line numbers gives me dupe line numbers. 

Infor 

21717 We sometimes pop an access violation when we try to print a document without realizing first that the 
document is on hold. The error is repeatable by following these steps:  Open a document that is on hold, go to 
the totals page and click the print icon. Select pick ticket and then select Print. A dialog will pop up saying that 
the order is on hold and cannot be printed. Close this dialog and then hit the 'X' to close the print wizard. It will 
pop a "List Index Out of Bounds" error, then an "Invalid pointer" error, then an access violation and the user 
will have to Task Manager out of Enspire and log back in.  We are working around this by telling our users they 
have to uncheck the Pick Ticket selection box and use the "Close" button rather than the "'X" to close the print 
wizard when this happens. But, the cause of the access violation still needs to be fixed. 

Infor 

      
 


